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Abstract
Learning is a process of adapting facts as effectively as possible.
While the subjects can span from Sociology to Sensor Networks,
their learning only becomes effective when the information is both
delivered and interpreted properly. With existing technology it is
possible to adapt a breakthrough Teaching-Learning system which
is targeted to fill the loopholes of how a student receives, interprets
and applies the information. In this paper EARL (Effective
Augmented Reality based Learning), a long term cost effective
Augmented Reality (AR) solution is proposed along with brief
introduction to AR. The proposed solution not only focuses on
system implementation but also emphasizes the modification in
the contents of information to be delivered. The proposed system
architecture and suggested implementation strategies are discussed
in details along with its challenges and future scopes.
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I. Augmented Reality
A technology becomes an important part of the brighter vision
when the underlying hardware and software work harmoniously
and at the same time it becomes an empowering factor when it
almost fades away from the system and integrates into the user
experience. Augmented Reality, where graphical information is
imposed on the real-world real-time view on the display, was
profoundly envisioned, researched and meticulously developed
with the sole purpose of making interpretation of the information
more meaningful, and interaction with the information more
intuitive without disturbing its originality [1-3]. Ultimately it
would create a stronger bond between the information that the
nature carries, and the one that humans receive.

Fig. 1: AR Categorization [4]
The fig. 1 characterizes the AR by means of interaction with
humans. Although it is divided into five basic types Audio and
Visual AR are dominant compared to Haptic AR whereas Olfactory
and Gustatory AR are still just theoretical concepts which are least
likely to appear in the market any time soon. AV-AR (Audio-Visual
AR) is primarily implemented on general portable computing
devices such as mobile phones or tablets exploiting the GPU for
detailed model rendering and inbuilt GUI of sophisticated OS for
continuous interaction. Since Audio aspect of any AR design is
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mostly handled by sound card only the variations are considered
significant in case of type of display used for AR systems which
are described in fig. 2. [6, 8]

Fig. 2: Various AR Displays [1]
Although image processing has found its individuality of
implementation in all aspects including Big Data Analytics, in
AR it is yet to have its dedicated algorithms for smartphones [10].
The whole approach towards AR along with its applications is
tightly bound to how the AR is projected. The Available display
suggests that the device is basically made for purposes other than
AR (and is sometimes general purpose) thus any implementation
of AR will merely be an application that partially augments the
reality within the constraints of hardware and software. The
case is different with systems dedicated to AR where displays
are either wearable devices or mobile projectors with CPU and
GPU configured and selected to be exploited by AR programs. In
such cases the Augmentation is transparent which allows users to
be aware of the original reality behind augmentation. Here, Such
implementation makes connectivity and service access ubiquitous
but the details that can be augmented is even less than previous
case. The generated display approach is a complete leap forward in
context of AR which creates an immersive augmented environment
around users by means of head mounted displays and holograms.
The data being augmented is highly detailed and the user interface
has large variety of Artificial Intelligence and Gesture Recognition
scopes. Here both the hardware and software are designed for
best user experience thus dedicated graphics rendering hardware
core and customized embedded operating system with file system,
scheduler and APIs deployed to complement the quasi real-time
performance of hardware are not system designer’s luxuries but
system’s trivial requirement which in turn increase the overall
cost and resource requirements such as power and bandwidth.
The following sections discuss AR implementation in Educational
Application domain with system architecture, process algorithm
and a comparison with other AR schemes for the same.
II. EARL
Despite of being such a novel and useful technology, the reasons
why AR has failed to find ubiquity lie on the application layer.
The current AR applications on mobile phones and tablets are
mostly focused on language translation, navigation, gaming and
advertisement. Although many of them work fairly well, none of
the applications are essential and for most of them other options
are available which makes any change in user mindset evitable. On
the other hand, many developers have tried to build educational
and medical AR apps during past half decade which did not turn
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out to be pervasive since they had many limitations and were
constrained to individual usage. This paper proposes, describes
EARL which stands for Efficient AR based Learning, which is a
system design and implementation proposal along with suggested
content augmentation and implementation situation discussion.
To develop a reliable and applicable AR system the designer must
be able to visualize the information and possible interaction well
for which Figure 3 gives Ben Fry’s 7 stages for visualizing any
graphical data. As the figure suggests following are the grouped
observations of Ben’s stages that can be considered as ground
rules for successful AR flow development.
• The information detection must be accurate which indicates
acquisition and parsing. For achieving so, high resolution
cameras and sophisticated sensors are suggested choices along
with appropriate text and image pixel parsing algorithms.
• Processing and Representation of information should be
semantically acceptable and convenient to interpret. Filtering
removes unwanted data while refining emphasizes essential
components of it. For example, HPF (High Pass Filters)
removes noise and thresholdingprovides better edges which
calibrates the augmentation more accurately.
• Interaction encompasses each and every minute details of
how represented data is modified with real time updates and
semantically varied response of every user input in context
of different Augmentations. In Figure 3, various stages of
Ben’s visualization philosophy are re-grouped in context of
detection, processing and interface.

to predictable instructor movements and gestures which in turn
saves power and complexity) and row and column buffers which
finally provide pixel co-ordinate data in matrix form. Since the
functionality is not variable and is supposed to be updated rarely,
EEPROM becomes reasonable choice for secondary storage. The
projection algorithms are performed on LUTs (Look up Tables)
and corresponding values are passed to

Fig. 4: EARL Environment

Fig. 5: I-Module Design

Fig. 3: AR as Ben Fry’s 7 Stages [1-2]
A. EARL Architecture
Fig. 4 shows an ideal classroom arrangement for adapting EARL.
There is one I-module which stands for “Instructor Module” and
number of S modules which stand for “Student Modules” and they
are connected via taps in a hybrid topology. The I and S modules are
consumer products customized deliberately to exploit AR features
[8]. The customization is not just on hardware layer but also on
software layers. I-module is basically a network enabled projector
with not just one but two lenses. One lens acts as a normal projector
lens while the other lens is a part of the hardware optics of camera
used for gesture recognition under supportive illumination. Having
these many features the device obviously requires an OS to handle
tasks and performance efficiently thus, the I-module is supposed to
run on Embedded Linux. The I/O section consists of USB, SPI and
Ethernet connections for various ways of connectivity and high
bandwidth utilization. It is worth noting that the AR application
will not be running natively on the I-module thus OS can remain
lightweight and the module can be connected to a computer which
would act as a processing host. This arrangement also decreases
computational requirements of the I-module making IP design or
reuse of ALU (Arithmetic and Logical Unit) and TCU (Timing
Control Unit) less complex. The matrix generator is a CMOS
camera sensor which detects continuous frames at minimum 10fps
(which is much less compared to regular recording camera due
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Fig. 6: S-Module Design
DAC which govern the Red, Green and Blue LEDs. This county
of LEDs project light on the optics of the projector which is the
acquired on the suitable wall or board in 2-dimensions.
The S-module is elaborated in fig. 6 [5, 8]. Unlike I-module, this
is an independent multipurpose Tablet device which runs on fullfledged OS and the AR is an application level adaption. Being an
independent system, this module requires dedicated graphics to
render augmentations and I/O differ majorly from I-module. The
basic input method is capacitive touch sensing panel which is used
(in this case) to obtain touch gestures which are sensed through
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capacitive discharges at various co-ordinates on a calibrated plane
and are then serialized to act as complete input frame. The storage
here is often erased and rewritten thus Flash is the appropriate
choice for secondary memory and wireless connectivity is an
essential part of it since it would be practically impossible to
connect all tablets through wired protocols and also, security and
encryption are achieved more sophisticatedly in WLAN. Along
with wireless connectivity the module also consist of micro-USB
port for power, data transfer and debugging. An inbuilt ADC is
provided to digitize various sensor inputs and dedicated GPU is
used to render AR graphics in the absence of provision of any host
PC which is the most common use case. ALU and TCU are a part
of the core processor which can range in various ARM Cortex
or similar versions of different vendors. The AR app is provided
authentic kernel privilege to generate an interrupt when the process
state changes in the scheduler which can be known by keeping a
track of return values provided by the PID (Process descriptor).
The cumulative operations of I and S-modules are discussed in
next segments and the impact is discussed in the conclusion.
B. EARL Workflow
The Flowchart of EARL is a sequential representation of how it
should execute and behave in the real world environment. Modules
I and S are initiated at random times and Module-I establishes the
connection with the host PC which is a manual process and mode
of connection can be either SPI or USB. The host is connected
to the local network which is managed by a router or a switch
using WLAN or LAN. Then the LUTs in the I-Module process
the data from host and project it accordingly. On the other hand
independent EARL application is initialized.

independently while after Junction point I-S their operations are
tangled upon each other. Module-I keeps track of each and every
S module and if any of the S modules has put the application in
blocked state, the interrupt is generated which produces an alert
which can be projected through Module-I. This approach imposes
mandatory focus from learners thus achieving efficient delivery of
content. If any of the learners want to interrupt the demonstration
or intend to provide his own input he can pop a request which is
accepted manually by handler of I-Module in appropriate cases
otherwise rejected. If accepted, the learner can give inputs through
his own touch gestures and modify the augmentation in terms of
detailing, structure or focus which is broadcasted to the whole room
which creates a disciplined and effective way of student-teacher
interaction and also complements the creativity and curiosity of
learners. If no such scenario occurs, the demonstration continues
regularly and the flow reaches the end.
As far as content of augmentation is concerned, an authentic,
visually rich and detailed library of 2D and 3D models is the
requirement of such setup which would be open to access for
relevant communities. Modifications in such library can take
forked and threaded approach to appreciate the novelty while
maintaining the originality. Initiatives can be taken to attract the
community of graphic designers and CAD developers who can
collaborate with experts of respective streams and re-design the
curriculum while putting more emphasis on real time real world
behaviors of systems and maximize the importance of performance
of learners under AI platform and eventually standardize a way
to showcase it authentically.
III. Conclusion & Impact
The comparison reflects that by taking application specific approach
in the AR system design, EARL becomes more relevant, efficient
and authentic AR platform in the field of education which magnifies
the advantages of AR while maintaining a harmony between
authenticity of information and efficiency in representation.
Table 1: Comparison of AR Platforms [9-10]
Parameter

Existing AR

EARL

Content

Discrete

Common &
Authentic

Relevance

Low

High

Setup

Fragmented

Continuous

Authenticity

None

Good

Efficiency

Low and Varying

High and constant

The future work is a far-fetched term for this concept because
even in the times of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of
Things (IoT) the implementation would take considerable amount
of time but still new and more effective ways of examination and
evaluation can be considered as a suitable future effort [7]. The
only disadvantage of this scheme is the initial effort required to
set it up completely which would certainly prove to be wise long
term investment in individual and social intelligence [6].
Fig. 7: Flowchart of EARL
(The architecture and design of S-Module’s EARL application is
out of the scope of this paper) while the device is connected to
local network via WLAN from which it downloads the data to be
augmented and displays it. Up to this point Modules I and S act
w w w. i j c s t. c o m
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